
Having The Will to Change
Read: 1 Timothy 4:1-11

Memorization Verse: “Have nothing to do with profane myths and old wives’ tales; train yourself  in 
Godliness, for, while physical training is of  some value, Godliness is valuable in every way.” 

Workout: 4-mile aerobic threshold run (start at a warm-up pace, gradually increase to your race 
pace throughout the run and by the end of  the run be at max effort. Cool down for ½ mile. 

Reflection: Paul, in this passage, addresses Timothy in Ephesus concerning the use of  myths and 
tales by “false teachers” that is occurring in both Ephesus and Crete.  Timothy is called by Paul to 
take on the responsibility of  being a role model, which means he must live by sound teaching and be 
an example to the people.  “Bodily training” for Timothy is a means of  Godliness and is essential 
for promoting a positive example the Christian experience.  Physical training for as personal as it 
seems, can be something that we do for a greater cause then ourselves; it is something that we do to 
invoke and inspire change in our society.  Our current state of  health in American society is not 
what one would call “exemplary,” and our social-spiritual journey is weakening as a result. Paul calls 
to us, like Timothy, to “be role models!”  We can be models health and faith as we demonstrate the 
joy that comes through a healthy body, clear mind, and devoted soul.  Allow God to take the 
burdens of  this world from our shoulders so that you may train both mind and body freely and with 
divine endurance. Throughout these coming weeks of  training, think of  yourself  as part of  a team;  
note that Timothy speaks with a sense of  plurality, using the Greek wording adelphos, or “brothers 
and sisters,” in his call.  How can we be the person that steps up and gets put on the Wheaties box 
for Christianity? How can we be an example to our Christian “brothers and sisters,” role-models and 
not “false teachers,” to those who surround us? It happens naturally through our faithful physical 
and spiritual training and showing of  endurance, perseverance, and willpower; because we are the 
true disciples of  Christ. Take pride as you model Christ, the one who made this possible.

Reaction:  What am I doing in my life that I are modeling the role of  Christian” Which activities are not?

What am I speaking without “speaking” to those whom I am in contact with daily? Do I want the 
responsibility of  being a role model? Do I accept the call to take on the exemplary life that Timothy was 
called by Paul to demonstrate?

 Prayer: Lord of  Creation, allow that I keep my eyes on the role modeling of  your Son, whom 
was a demonstration of  spiritual, social, and physical health. Take my attention from the false 
teachers of  this world and grant me the strength and will to model your grace to everyone that I 
meet. Heal me and guide me through the spiritual and physical training that lies ahead; and thank 
you for the opportunity and responsibility to guide others along the way. AMEN
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